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TYPE
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LOCATION

SUMMARY

Missing
Juvenile

94013-18

Central Ave (Epic
Theatres)

Suspicious
Incident
Crash with
Injuries

94006-18

Bird Of Paradise Drive

94073-18

Old Kings Rd N @
Farnum Lane

Stabbing

94081-18

S US HWY 1 and Eagle
Rock

Traffic Stop

18-94017

Dr. Martin Luther King
Ave @ S. Anderson St.

Disturbance
Physical

18-94053

Lake Disston Drive

M1 ran away from the movie theatre while she was with her mother. It is believed
that she arranged for a ride and left the theatre with someone. M1 was entered
into FCIC/NCIC as missing. ***Juvenile returned home at 0330 and was removed
from FCIC/NCIC***.
Child was brought into ER at FHF with a fractured clavicle. ISD responded to FHF to
conduct an investigation. Investigation revealed no criminal charges at this time.
Crash involving Rescue 22 and a Ford Explorer. Upon impact, the Ford rolled over
and one patient was entrapped. Patient was extracted and was transported by
ground to FHF. FHP responded and took over the investigation.
V1 reported that someone stabbed him while he was at the gas station on US1
south of Flagler County. VQ said his friend 01 exited the vehicle to use the
bathroom at the gas station at which time an unidentified W/M approached him
and threw a beer on him. The W/M then proceeded to stab V1 in the upper chest
area with an unknown object. Volusia County S.O. responded to our scene and
attempted to locate the crime scene but were unsuccessful. Based on inconsistent
statements we were unable to determine where the incident occurred. V1 was
transported by Rescue to Florida Hospital Flagler. ISD supervisor was notified but
they did not respond due to V1 refusing to speak with a Detective, give a sworn
statement or have his vehicle processed. Pictures were taken and uploaded into
AEGIS. Follow-up was conducted at FHF where V1 was treated and appeared to be
fine.
Sheriff Staly conducted a traffic stop on a careless driver near this intersection.
While conducting his investigation and upon a K-9 narcotics sniff, a probable cause
search of the vehicle was conducted and yielded a small amount of marijuana,
which was located within the center console armrest. S1 was arrested in reference
to possession of marijuana under twenty grams and was released from the scene
with a notice to appear.
S1 reported a physical disturbance when he dropped off his daughter to 01, who is
the child’s mother. S1 arrived at Lake Disston Road and got into an altercation with
S2. S1 got upset after S2 started yelling at his daughter due to them being late. S2
then began to push him and kicked S1 in the groin area. Contact was made with S2
who advised S1 hit him in the back of the head. Both parties wished to press
charges for battery. Charging affidavits were completed and submitted to the SAO.

